The putative association between the 10.8 d classical Cepheid TW Nor and the open cluster Lyngå 6 has generated considerable debate in the literature. New JHK s photometry in tandem with existing radial velocities for Lyngå 6 stars imply cluster membership for TW Nor, and establish the variable as a highweight calibrator for classical Cepheid relations. Fundamental mean parameters determined for Lyngå 6 are: d = 1.91 ± 0.10 kpc, E(J − H) = 0.38 ± 0.02, and log τ = 7.9 ± 0.1. The Benedict et al. (2007)/Turner (2010) Galactic VI c Wesenheit function was revised using TW Nor's new parameters: W V I,0 = (−3.37 ± 0.08) log P 0 − 2.48 ± 0.08. TW Nor/Lyngå 6 lie beyond the Sagittarius-Carina spiral arm and occupy the Centaurus arm, along with innumerable young Cepheids and clusters (e.g., VW Cen & VVV CL070).
INTRODUCTION
Cluster membership provides a means to constrain the distance, color excess, and age of a Cepheid (Turner et al. 1992) . The parameters are subsequently employed to calibrate Cepheid period-luminosity, periodWesenheit, and period-age relationships (Turner 2010) . Such functions bolster efforts to map the Galaxy's local spiral structure (Majaess et al. 2009 , and references therein), establish the extragalactic distance scale (Pietrzyński & Gieren 2004; Macri & Riess 2009) , and determine the Hubble constant (Freedman & Madore 2010) . Establishing a connection between the 10.8 d classical Cepheid TW Nor and open cluster Lyngå 6 is consequently desirable. Tsarevsky et al. (1966) first noted that TW Nor may be a member of Lyngå 6. However, Moffat & Vogt (1975) doubted the cluster's existence after evaluating UBV-Hβ photometry for 18 stars. Madore (1975) obtained UBV photoelectric photometry for 8 stars and argued for cluster parameters of d ≃ 2.5 kpc and E(B-V)= 1.37 ± 0.02. Madore (1975) remarked that the luminosity implied for TW Nor from cluster member-ship matched expectations from period-luminosity calibrations. van den Bergh & Harris (1976) provided BV photoelectric and photographic photometry for 38 stars, and revised the cluster distance downward (d ≃ 1.6 kpc). di Prospero (1976) concluded that evolutionary models yielded similar ages for TW Nor and Lyngå 6 (40 Myr), thereby supporting cluster membership for the Cepheid. Lyngå (1977) supplemented existing data with uvbyβ photometry and temperature classifications (objective prism spectra) for several stars, and corroborated the parameters cited for Lyngå 6 by van den Bergh & Harris (1976) .
Uncertainties tied to TW Nor's reddening (van den Bergh & Har 1976; Fernie & McGonegal 1983) and distance complicated efforts to calibrate classical Cepheid relations throughout the 1980s. For example, McGonegal et al. (1983) included TW Nor in their calibration after adopting a mean of the Madore (1975) and van den Bergh & Harris (1976) distances to Lyngå 6. Walker (1985) acquired deep BVI c CCD observations that extended existing photometry to V ≃ 20, and determined cluster parameters of d = 2.0 ± 0.2 kpc and τ ≃ 10 8 years. The age is older than that estimated for TW Nor and Lyngå 6 by di Prospero (1976) . An independent cluster reddening could not be established by Walker (1985) since the B-star sequence is parallel to The isochrone and intrinsic fit were adjusted (reddened) to match the observed data. Ly6-4 (an evolved red star, Lyngå 1977) and the classical Cepheid TW Nor (circled dots) share a common radial velocity (Mermilliod et al. 1987 (Mermilliod et al. , 2008 . Applying the intrinsic color-color relation of and a log τ = 7.9 ± 0.1 Padova isochrone to Lyngå 6 stars yields:E(J-H)= 0.38 ± 0.02 and d = 1.91 ± 0.10 kpc. The extinction laws adopted are described in the text.
the reddening vector in B-V/V-I c color-color diagrams. Walker (1985) adopted the van den Bergh & Harris (1976) reddening to evaluate the distance to Lyngå 6. The di Benedetto (1994) pulsational parallax for TW Nor disagreed with the cluster distance adopted, and UBVRI polarization measurements by Orsatti et al. (2001) exhibited a ≥ 2σ mismatch between cluster members and TW Nor. Hoyle et al. (2003) supplied new UBV CCD photometry and established d ≃ 1.7 kpc and E(B-V)= 1.36 ± 0.08 for Lyngå 6. By contrast, Laney & Caldwell (2007) advocated a smaller reddening for the Cepheid of E(B-V)= 1.17, and Kaltcheva (2009) determined a closer distance to Lyngå 6 (d = 1.36 kpc) based on uvbyβ photometry for five stars. The latter result negates cluster membership for TW Nor.
In summary, parameters for TW Nor/Lyngå 6 and their putative association have been debated for nearly a half century. In this study, new JHK s VVV (ESO Public Survey 'VISTA Variables in the Vía Láctea') photometry is presented which substantiates the cluster's existence, bolsters cluster membership for TW Nor, and provides a reliable set of fundamental parameters to allow for the subsequent calibration of classical Cepheid relations.
VVV PHOTOMETRY
The VVV survey aims to establish precise multiepoch photometry for fields in the Galactic bulge and near the Galactic plane (ℓ = 295 − 10
• , Minniti et al. 2010) . VVV images extend magnitudes fainter and exhibit increased spatial resolution versus 2MASS, which is particularly important for mitigating contaminated photometry in crowded regions near the Galactic center and the cores of globular clusters (M15, Majaess et al. 2010 ). The VVV survey will provide precise multi-epoch photometry for stars and variables in ∼ 3×10 2 open clusters and ≥ 39 globular clusters (e.g., NGC 6441).
Details of the pipeline constructed to process and extract VVV photometry are discussed in Mauro et al. (2011, in prep.) . PSF photometry performed using DAOPHOT was subsequently tied to 2MASS JHK s standards (see Moni Bidin et al. 2011).
ANALYSIS
A color-color diagram was compiled for Lyngå 6 stars within ≃ 2 ′ of J2000 coordinates 16:04:54.42 -51:57:31.6 (Fig. 1) . A diagram was likewise constructed for a comparison field 20 ′ adjacent to Lyngå 6. Reddening laws characterizing dust along the line of sight were derived to evaluate the color excess. The reddening vector may be determined by tracking deviations of red clump stars from their mean intrinsic color owing to extinction. The mean intrinsic color was inferred from nearby red clump stars (d ≤ 50 pc) with revised Hipparcos parallaxes (van Leeuwen 2007) . Reddening corrections were neglected since the calibrating sample lies in close proximity to the Sun. Spurious data were removed, and the resulting mean parameters for red clump stars are highlighted in Table (1) . The values correspond to a K0III star as inferred from catalogued 2 spectroscopic classifications. A reddening vector of E(J − H)/E(H − K s ) = 1.94±0.03 was determined, and is supported by the work of Straižys & Laugalys (2008) .
Applying the reddening vector to the Lyngå 6 colorcolor diagram reveals a prominent sequence of mid-tolate B stars with E(J-H)= 0.38 ± 0.03 (Fig. 1) . The corresponding value of E(B − V ) is sensitive to the conversion from E(J −H) adopted (see Majaess et al. 2008 , and references therein), but lies within the range of 1.13 to 1.40 mag. A visible sequence of young cluster stars is absent from the comparison field. Lyngå 6 stars terminate near B5 according to the intrinsic JHK s relations of Lazauskaitė (2009) and . Color-magnitude diagrams for Lynga 6 and an adjacent comparison field are shown in Fig. 1 . The population of cluster stars is absent from the comparison field. A log(τ ) = 7.9 ± 0.1 Padova isochrone (Bonatto et al. 2004 ) was adopted based on the reddening and spectral types inferred from the color-color diagram. That age provides an evolutionary track which aptly matches bluer cluster stars, an evolved red star at J2000 coordinates 16:04:54.42 -51:57:32.5 (hereafter Ly6-4, Lyngå 1977), and TW Nor.
Radial velocity measurements from Mermilliod et al. (1987 Mermilliod et al. ( , 2008 for Ly6-4 agree with that established for TW Nor (RV ≃ −56 km/s). The radial velocity ties TW Nor to that star, and both are surrounded by bluer cluster members that adhere to the expected evolutionary track. The pair lie near the cluster core and are separated by 22
′′ . The stars are brighter than the saturation limit of the VVV survey and thus the JHK s photometry was taken from 2MASS. The color-magnitude and colorcolor diagrams compiled from VVV photometry establishes Lyngå 6 as a bona fide open cluster (Fig. 1) . Orsatti et al. (2001) concluded that a 2σ mismatch exists between polarization measurements for cluster members and TW Nor. JHK s photometry for the Orsatti et al. (2001) sample confirm that the polarization measurements efficiently segregate cluster members from field stars. Yet polarization measurements imply cluster membership for Ly6-4 (the evolved red star, Fig 1) . A contradiction consequently emerges since CORAVEL measurements by Mermilliod et al. (1987 Mermilliod et al. ( , 2008 link that star and TW Nor to a common radial velocity. The pair lie at the cluster's core and are separated by 22
′′ . Incidentally, 2MASS JHK s colors for Ly6-4 are inconsistent with a G-type classification (Lyngå 1977) , for the cluster's reddening. The anomalous JHK s (& UBV) colors may be tied to the star's binary nature (Mermilliod et al. 1987 (Mermilliod et al. , 2008 .
A ratio of total to selective extinction (R) for the field was determined to evaluate the distance to Lyngå 6. The precision and faintness attained by the VVV survey permits an independent assessment of R using red clump stars via the variable extinction method (Turner 1976) . The expression for computing the distance to red clump stars simplifies since mean intrinsic parameters may be adopted: A determination of R follows by correlating J and J-H for a sample of red clump stars at a common distance. A histogram of the color-magnitude diagram reveals a sizable population of red clump stars ∼ 5 kpc distant. Comparing J and J-H photometry for that group of red clump stars yields A J /E(J − H) = R J = 2.75 ± 0.07. The extinction ratios for the field follow from A J /E(J − H) and E(J − H)/E(H − K s ) via:
The resulting extinction ratios (A J /A H : A J /A Ks = 1.57 : 2.22) agree with the canonical values (e.g., Bonatto et al. 2004) .
The final parameters for Lyngå 6 are d = 1.91 ± 0.10 kpc, E (J − H ) = 0.38 ± 0.02, and log τ = 7.9 ± 0.1. The zero-point of the Padova isochrone employed matches a distance scale anchored to seven benchmark clusters featuring equivalent revised Hipparcos and JHK s ZAMS distances (Majaess et al. 2011) , to within the uncertainties. The benchmark clusters are the Hyades, α Per, Praesepe, Coma Ber, IC 2391 , IC 2609 , and NGC 2451 (van Leeuwen 2009 Majaess et al. 2011) . The distance scale can (presently) rely on a suite of clusters that are independent of the Pleiades, and where consensus exists regarding the distances (Majaess et al. 2011 ). Models should be calibrated and evaluated using those seven nearby clusters where consensus exists regarding the distances, rather than the one discrepant cluster (i.e. the Pleiades).
A map of local spiral structure (Fig. 2) illustrates the location of TW Nor/Lyngå 6 within the broader context of the Milky Way. Fig. 2 employs young open clusters and long period classical Cepheids to trace the Galaxy's spiral structure. The new distance established here implies that TW Nor lies beyond the Sagittarius-Carina arm and occupies the Centaurus arm (Fig. 2) . That conclusion is supported by the distance determined for TW Nor via the infrared surface brightness technique (Storm et al. 2011, in press ). The long period classical Cepheids KQ Sco, QY Cen, VW Cen, OO Cen, and KN Cen likewise delineate the Centaurus arm (see also Majaess et al. 2009 ). The classical Cepheids are listed in order of decreasing Galactic longitude (ℓ). The young open clusters VVV CL070 (Borissova et al. 2011) , and Hogg 15 occupy the Centaurus arm, etc. Deep JHK s VVV and UKIDSS (Lucas et al. 2008 ) photometry shall provide further constraints on the Galaxy's morphology by facilitating the discovery of Cepheids and star clusters (Minniti et al. 2011; Moni Bidin et al. 2011) .
TW Nor may be used as a high-weight calibrator for the universal Wesenheit template (Majaess et al. 2010 (Majaess et al. , 2011 and classical Cepheid relations. A recent version of of the Galactic VI c Wesenheit calibration consists of 10 nearby classical Cepheids with precise HST parallaxes and 24 cluster Cepheids (Benedict et al. 2007; Turner 2010) , referred to hereafter as the hybrid relation. The new parameters for TW Nor place the Cepheid near the mean Wesenheit trend (Fig. 3) . The Wesenheit magnitude for TW Nor (W V Ic,0 = −5.80) agrees with that established for calibrators exhibiting similar periods (ζ Gem & V340 Nor). The hybrid Galactic VI c Wesenheit function was updated to include the revised parameters for TW Nor: W V Ic,0 = (−3.37 ± 0.08) log P 0 − 2.48 ± 0.08
(1)
The canonical extinction law was employed (R V Ic = 2.55). The short period classical Cepheid SU Cas was excluded from the derivation and Fig. 3 since its parameters are being revised by Turner (see also Storm et al. 2011) .
CONCLUSION
Color-magnitude and color-color diagrams constructed from precise JHK s VVV photometry substantiate the existence of the open cluster Lyngå 6 (Fig. 1) . The diagrams feature a sequence of mid-to-late B-type stars exhibiting a mean color excess of E(J-H)= 0.38 ± 0.02 (Fig. 1) . That sequence is absent from an adjacent comparison field. The brightest cluster members are the classical Cepheid TW Nor and Ly6-4 (an evolved red star, Fig. 1 ). The objects share equivalent radial velocities and are surrounded by bluer cluster stars which follow a log(τ ) = 7.9±0.1 evolutionary track. The distance for Lyngå 6 (d = 1.91 ± 0.10 kpc) results after correcting for extinction using reddening laws inferred from red clump stars (E(J − H)/E(H − K s ) = 1.94 ± 0.03). The result agrees with the distance for TW Nor obtained by Storm et al. (2011, in press) via the infrared surface brightness technique, which likewise implies membership for the Cepheid in Lyngå 6 and the Centaurus spiral arm. The revised parameters for TW Nor were employed to update the Benedict et al. (2007 )/Turner (2010 Galactic VI c period-Wesenheit function (Fig. 3) , and to establish the Cepheid's position within the Centaurus arm (Fig. 2) . TW Nor may be used as a highweight calibrator for classical Cepheid relations. Continued work on the Galactic calibration is needed.
